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The aim of this text is to draw attention to instances of Marian devotion displayed by members of Serbian royal families in 
late medieval Balkans, in the period between 12th and 15th century and the days of the Nemanjić and Lazarević dynasties. 
Particular attention will be assigned to those related by Serbian medieval written sources and, in particular, vitae texts of 
Serbian rulers. Based on these examples, this text discusses the intertwining of official and private aspects of Marian devo-
tion among members of ruling families in the Balkans and the Byzantine cultural sphere, from Komnenian times on, as well 
as models of expressing Marian piety which span and bring together both the Western and Eastern Christian devotional 
practice of the era.
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Although relics of the veil and girdle of the Virgin Mary arrived to Nemanide Serbia as part of the most ven-
erable treasure brought from the East and were posited in the church of the Holy Saviour at the monastery of Žiča 
in the early 13th century by the founder of the Serbian autocephalous church and its first archbishop, saint Sava 
the Serbian, instances of veneration of Mary among members of Serbian royal families, from Nemanide times to 
the Lazarević and Branković despotate, recorded in Serbian medieval written sources, which are the main subject 
of this text, are for the most part those focused on her holy images. This type of Marian veneration relies on the 
traditional Byzantine manner of icon veneration and pertaining cognitive and performative activities and per-
ceptions, demonstrated in their highest sum through the creation of sacred spaces dedicated to the Mother of 
God, from the sacred space of the icons themselves through churches raised in her name to entire cities delivered 
unto the hands and divine protection of the Virgin.1 This text will thus present several such instances of Marian 
devotion in late medieval Balkans and pertaining aspects of visual culture. Significant per se, these examples also 
offer insight into the broader phenomenon of intertwining of official and private aspects of Marian piety in the 
late Middle Ages, noted among members of ruling families in the Balkans and the Byzantine cultural sphere, from 
Komnenian times on, as well as into the specificities and official and personal implications of Marian devotion 
among royal (wo)men of the era.

The first vitae of Symeon Nemanja, dating from the very beginning of the 13th century and produced by 
his sons, Sava the Serbian2 and Stefan the First Crowned (Stefan Prvovenčani),3 as well as the text of his vita writ-
ten by Domentijan,4 Chilandar monk and pupil of St Sava, commissioned by king Uroš I, grandson of Nemanja, 
and written in 1263-1264, present us with data of Nemanja’s founding of a number of churches and monasteries 
dedicated to the Mother of God as part of his royal building program, the major foundations being the Athonite 
monastery of Chilandar and the monastery of Studenica in the bishopric of Ras, in central Serbia. These vitae texts 
also offer testimony of Nemanja’s personal devotional practice and expressions of dedication to Mary, above all 
tied to the luxury mosaic icon of the Virgin Hodegetria in the presence of and unto which he delivered his soul at 
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his deathbed in the Serbian monastery of Chilandar on Mount Athos. Feeling that the hour is upon him (“the hour 
of my leave is near”), Nemanja asks his son Sava to bring forth to him the icon of the Virgin so that he could fulfill 
his wows of committing his spirit into her hands (“Bring to me, child, the mother of my Lord Jesus Christ, so that 
I can, as I promised, commit into her hands my spirit.”) while lying on the ground on a simple straw mat, his head 
resting on a stone, in utter monastic humility.5 Teodosije does not relate the act of bringing the icon forth before 
Nemanja but speaks rather of the emotional and spiritual effect of his contact with this holy icon. He speaks of 
the fact that in the hour of his death Nemanja’s face was “bright and he looked with joy at the most pure eikon of 
Christ and at his most pure mother...”.6 Historiography has identified this icon of the Mother of God with Christ into 
whose hands Symeon Nemanja committed his spirit as the mosaic icon of the Virgin Hodegetria with Christ child, 
an exceptional work of Komnenian icon painting in the luxury medium of gold mosaic, produced at the very end 
of the 12th century, around 1198, most probably in Constantinople or Thessaloniki (fig. 1). It was highly revered 
as patron and protectress of Chilandar, the katholikon of which was dedicated to the Virgin and the feast of the 
Introduction of the Virgin to the Temple. As such she was given a highly prominent place within the hierotopical 
ensemble of the church and kept in the altar or by the iconostasis of the monastery katholikon.7  

Whats more, at the time of death of Symeon Nemanja, and in the Komnenian world in general, of which 
Serbia of Nemanja’s day was an integral part, close, personal and emotional, sensory experience of the holy was 
a hallmark of piety and of both state and private devotion and cult. It was already the mother of the genos and of 
the emperor Alexios I Komnenos, Anna Dalasena, who, as attested by Nikephoros Bryennios, expressed her own 
personal deep connection and dedication to Christ, certainly not without political implications for the dynasty, 
by wearing an icon of the Lord on her body at all times.8 Most telling in that respect is, however, the develop-
ment of the cult and ritual of veneration of the palladium of capital and Empire, the holy miracle-working icon 
of the Virgin Hodegetria in Constantinople under the Komnenoi.9 In the Komnenian period, in accordance with 
this general trend of elevation of private devotion to a status of public, state-sponsored religion, the Pantokrator 
Monastery, as the main endowment and burial church of the Komnenoi in Constantinople, was at the same time 
the focus of the dynastic cult and the sacral center of the capital and the Empire. The high point of this phenom-
enon, as stipulated by the Typikon of the monastery, is the integration of public procession with the Hodegetria 
icon in the commemorative services for the emperors.10 The text of the Typikon of John II Komnenos specifically 
stipulates that “the holy icon of my most pure Lady and Mother of God Hodegetria”, should be taken into the 
monastery on the days of the commemorations of the ktetors and be set in the church of Saint Michael near their 
tombs.11 With the entrance of the icon of the Theotokos Hodegetria into the Pantokrator Monastery, this endow-
ment of the Komnenoi would mystically be transformed into the scene of a real encounter of the Mother of God 
with her Son in the metaphorically real environment of a new Holy Sepulcher and New Jerusalem.12

Nemanja’s own devotion to Mary, as well as that of his wife Ana, of uncorroborated yet possibly Byzantine 
imperial origin, is, of course, most directly demonstrated by his two most prominent foundations dedicated to 
the Mother of God - the monastery of Studenica with its katholikon dedicated to the Virgin Evergetis and the 
feast of the Dormition and the monastery of Chilandar and its katholikon dedicated to the Entry of the Virgin into 
the Temple.13 One should not, however, overlook the fact that a most significant place among his endowments 
in both devotional and the interconnected political aspect is assumed by his very first endowment dedicated 
precisely to Mary, the Virgin’s church in Toplica near Kuršumlija in the southeast of Serbia (fig. 2). Its architectural 
modelling on major Marian Constantinopolitan shrines of the Theotokos, the Blachernae and the Peribleptos, the 
use, as spoliae, of bricks from Iustiniana Prima in its construction, indicating the continuation of a strong Marian 
cult at this location, possibly also originally transferred from Constantinople while more locally probably connect-
ed to a nearby Justinianic era structure a mere 100 meters away from Nemanja’s 12th century church, and, most 
of all, its direct chronological historical connection to the demonstration of Nemanja’s “chosen” status among his 
brothers bestowed upon him by the Byzantine emperor Manuel I upon their fateful meeting in Niš around 1163, 
all speak of Nemanja’s, and Ana’s, official as well as personal connection to the widespread imperial cult of Mary.14 
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It testifies also of the highly political implications of this act in the positioning of Nemanja on the political scene 
of the Balkans towards the close of the Komnenian era - as a prime ally of the emperor Manuel I, possibly also a 
newly introduced kinsman through his dynastic marriage to Ana. As rightly pointed out by Vlada Stanković: “The 
roots of Nemanjić dominance in Serbia were a consequence of Emperor Manuel’s choice of Stephen Nemanja, 
the youngest among four brothers, as the one upon whom the supreme power within the family should be be-
stowed, and who would, in return, guarantee the strong and undisputed influence of the Emperor of the Romans 
in the Empire’s distant Balkan hinterland”.15 

Indicative of the origins and nature of Marian piety of both Nemanja and Ana, of its Constantinopolitan 
roots and (imperial) implications, and tied to the church of the Virgin in Toplica, is actually a unique example of a 
small scale steatite icon of the Virgin Hymeoutes found in situ, in the northern conch of the triconch church build-
ing near Kuršumlija (fig. 3). The center of veneration of this holy icon of the Theotokos, one of the holy defenders 
of the capital of the Empire, was the Chalkoprateia church, yet another major Marian shrine of Constantinople. 
The icon from the church of the Virgin near Kuršumlija, kept today in the National museum of Belgrade, dated 
roughly to the 12th-13th centuries, bears formal and devotional resemblance to a small scale icon of corroborated 
Constantinopolitan origin, now in the Metropolitan museum of art, of a somewhat later date (c. 1350).16 This is 
an icon of Christ Antephonetes (fig. 4), a copy of another miracle working icon from the Chalkoprateia which, 
according to Psellus, was the focus and object of exceptional and fervent personal devotion of the empress Zoe 
Porphyrogenita in the first half of the 11th century. She had personally commissioned its small scale copy which 
she kept with her at all times. In the Chronographia Michael Psellos records the manifestations of imperial devo-
tion towards the icon of Christ Antephonetes from the Chalkoprateia of the sort that may well have also been 
attached to the steatite icon from Kuršumlija. “I will give an example of this piety of hers. She had made for herself 
an image of Jesus, fashioning it with as much accuracy as she could (if such a thing were possible). The little figure, 
embellished with bright metal, appeared to be almost living. By changes of colour, it answered questions put to 
it, and by its various tints foretold coming events. Anyway, Zoe made several prophecies with regard to the future 
from a study of this image. So, when she had met with some good fortune, or when some trouble had befallen 
her, she would at once consult her image, in the one case to acknowledge her gratitude, in the other to beg its fa-
vour. I myself have often seen her, in moments of great distress, clasp the sacred object in her hands, contemplate 
it, talk to it as though it were indeed alive, and address it with one sweet term of endearment after another. Then 
at other times I have seen her lying on the ground, her tears bathing the earth, while she beat her breasts over 
and over again, tearing at them with her hands. If she saw the image turn pale, she would go away crestfallen, but 
if it took on a fiery red colour, its halo lustrous with a beautiful radiant light, she would lose no time in telling the 
emperor and prophesying what the future was to bring forth.”17 We have no way of knowing whether the steatite 
icon of the Vigin Chymeoutes found in Kuršumlija had been in the private possession of Nemanja’s wife, Ana, but 
one can imagine that this object may well have been the focus of the type of close personal devotion similar to 
that attached to the icon in the possession of empress Zoe.

Dating from the early 14th century, archbishop Danilo II presents us with an account of another highly ven-
erated icon of the Virgin which became the focus of pilgrimage and, in the 15th century, figured as the major token 
of Mary’s presence and divine protection over Belgrade as the capital of the despotate under Stefan Lazarević, 
thus also a major cornerstone of the construction of this city’s identity as New Constantinople and New Jerusa-
lem.18 In the vita text of king Dragutin, the Serbian archibishop renders in full detail the pilgrimage undertaken to 
venerate the holy icon of the Virgin of Belgrade (Bogorodica Beogradska) by the Serbian queen Simonis, daugh-
ter of emperor Andronikos II and wife of Serbian king Milutin. Danilo II offers a detailed description of her royal 
entourage which set off to Belgrade in 1315, following a reconciliatory meeting between kings and brothers, sons 
of king Uroš I, Dragutin and Milutin, at Milutin’s residence at Pauni in Kosovo held shortly after their mother’s, 
queen Jelena’s death and burial in 1314. With an intention to further rectify the strained relationship between the 
two brothers and rulers of Serbia, and with Milutin’s blessings, Simonis, accompanied by a splendid and regaly 
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bedecked entourage, set off to meet with her sister in law, queen Katelina and her brother in law, king Milutin’s 
brother, king Dragutin. The archbishop says that she “arrived in the glorious and magnificent city called Serbian 
Belgrade, which lies at the bank of the river Danube and the Sava” whereupon “in the great cathedral metropoli-
tan church she venerated with love the miracle-working icon of the most holy Virgin.”19

This icon has not survived to this day. Like the Hodegetria of Constantinople, the icon of the Virgin of Bel-
grade shared the fate of the city and its people. Following the Ottoman conquest of the city in 1521, it was trans-
lated to Istanbul along with other relics kept in Belgrade and the Serbian population it had once protected. As 
for its iconography, various sources have given ground for its identification with a number of Constantinopolitan 
highly venerated holy icons of the Mother of God, miracle working and in functioning as the Byzantine capital’s 

1 Icon of the Virgin Hodegetria 
from Chilandar monastry, 
Mount Athos (courtesy of 
Institute for Art History, Faculty 
of Philosophy, University of 
Belgrade)

3 Steatite icon of the Virgin 
Hymeoutes found at 
the church of the Virgin 
near Kuršumlija, today 
at the National museum, 
Belgrade (courtesy 
of National Museum, 
Belgrade)

4 Steatite icon of 
Christ Antephonetes, 
Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, New York City  
(© Metropolitan 
Museum of Art)

2 Church of the Virgin near Kuršumlija, Serbia (Wikimedia Commons)
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holy guardians - from the dexiakratousa Hodegetria type to the acheiropoitos Virgin of Lydda, i.e. the icon of the 
Virgin of Jerusalem which had, since the time of emperor Leo VI, been a constituent part of the hierotopy of the 
Royal Doors at the entrance to the naos of the Hagia Sophia in Constantinople. It has also been identified with 
the Virgin of Rome which (following the exile in the iconoclastic period and stay in Rome where it found refuge) 
was laid in the church of the Theotokos in Chalkoprateia where the Virgin’s girdle was kept. It is presumed that 
during the period of Byzantine rule, in the 11th century, it was the palladium of Belgrade. As such, according to the 
contemporary Byzantine practice, could also have been of the iconographic type of Panagia Blachernitissa, which 
Michael Attaleiates mentioned as watching over the city as an impenetrable shield.20 Accordingly, it is possible to 
assume that, in a way, the icon of the Virgin of Belgrade carried implications of several icons of Mary’s protection 
over the capital of the Empire and acted as their protective sum in a place relegated, like Constantinople, to the 
care of the Theotokos.

It is well known that Stefan Lazarević dedicated his capital city to the Mother of God: of this he testified in 
the preserved autobiographical excerpt from his charter issued to the city of Belgrade: “... I found the most beauti-
ful place, from antiquity the most great city of Belgrade, by chance destroyed and derelict, raised it and dedicated 
it to the most holy Mother of God”.21 Belgrade was, namely, dedicated to and identified with the Mother of God, 
and its metropolitan church which celebrated the feast of the Dormition had a location which in the sacral to-
pography of the Serbian capital (quite in accordance with the dedication of the church) had been likened to the 
Kydron Valley and Gethsemane (fig. 5).22

The chapter of Dragutin’s vita recounting Simonis’s visit to Belgrade and veneration of the holy icon of 
the Virgin of Belgrade concludes with an account of a pilgrimage undertaken by the royal wives of both Serbian 
kings, the brothers Milutin, as the reigning monarch, and Dragutin, as the ex-king (prežde bivši kralj), Simonis and 
Katelina, to the grave of their mother in law, queen Jelena in Gradac. Upon their arrival to the queen’s endowment 
Danilo makes a point of stressing that they  first venerated the holy icon of the Virgin there and then, ultimately, 
the grave of queen Jelena in the monastery katholikon dedicated to the Annunciation to Mary.23 Thus, the rhetoric 
of the vita text completes an arc and mirrors the first and the ultimate destination of pilgrimage of Serbian royal 
women, Belgrade and Gradac, both focusing around the Theotokos, in effect juxtaposing and uniting the cult of 
the Virgin Mary with that of the dynastic saint, the holy queen Jelena.24 The implications and messages, theologi-
cal and political, of this passage are manifold. 

The image this description constructs - royal women and their entourages in acts of devotion, particularly 
those addressing the Mother of God, as well as a place of dynastic cult likewise dedicated to the Virgin in both the 
consecrations of the church, the holy icon of the Mother of God as the focus of pilgrimage and the assimilation 
of queen Jelena to Mary - is one of “court of heaven” here and now, a concept popular in European courts and in 
particular those of Central Europe in the 13th and 14th centuries.25  It was a metaphor of functioning of royal power, a 
highly significant agenda of the Serbian court of the day, following the reconciliation of king Milutin with his broth-
er, Dragutin. The key role model of this new, mendicant order inspired and organized, emphatic piety and personal 
devotion among women of noble birth and queens of European courts and noble families, was saint Elizabeth of 
Hungary and, following in her steps, her cousin, Saint Margaret. That this model found its direct route and applica-
tion in Nemanide Serbia in the early 14th century is no rare coincidence but rather a product of complex dynastic 
relations between royal courts in Eastern and Central Europe and the Byzantine Empire as well as the politics of 
the Serbian court at a diplomatically very complex moment for the Nemanide state. Namely, queen Katelina, wife 
of king Dragutin, was directly related to both saint Elizabeth and saint Margaret. Saint Margaret the Younger was 
the sister of her father, king Stephan V of Hungary, and Saint Elizabeth the sister of her grandfather, Bela IV. Thus, 
by lineage, she was deeply immersed in the model of courtly devotion, inspired by mendicant piety and practice, 
which her paternal aunt and grand-aunt established and which, through their exempla, was widely accepted and 
emulated especially among noble women of the Hungarian, Polish, German and Bohemian courts.26  
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On the other hand, the emphasized role in such devotional practice assigned to a Byzantine princess Simo-
nis, queen of Serbia, wife of king Milutin and daughter of emperor Andronicos II, by king Milutin and recounted in 
the vita text of his brother, on Milutin’s request, by a former Athonite monk and one of the brethren of Chilandar 
monastery and subsequent Serbian archbishop Danilo II, speaks mostly of Milutin’s political prowess and success-
ful positioning with the major power of the day, the Byzantine empire.27 By the end of the 13th century, Serbian 
rulers from the Nemanjić dynasty had already for many generations, since the days of Stefan Nemanja and his 
son Stefan Prvovenčani, who was married to the daughter of emperor Alexios III Angelos, been closely connected 
with the Byzantine imperial family and were deeply involved in the internal political disputes within the Empire. 
They belonged to the highest echelons of the Byzantine – and regional Balkan – elite with significant influence in 
Constantinople, the capital of the Empire itself. Milutin had planned his marriages carefully and in view of the bal-
ance of power on the scene of the tumultuous last quarter of the 13th century, making several attempts to forge 
dynastic ties with the ruling Plaiologan family. Through his marriage to Simonis, daughter of Andronikos II, in the 
spring of 1299 he finally succeeded in becoming the beloved son in law of the emperor of the Romans and thus 
sealed his precedence over his brother and other stakeholders on the political competition in the Balkans at the 
close of the 13th and beginning of 14th century.28 

Viewed against this historical backdrop, instances and modes of display of Marian piety among members 
of Serbian dynasties from the 12th to the 15th century discussed in this text clearly correspond to the general 
tendencies in the Balkans of that period and indeed point to the significance of royal Marian piety in the politi-
cal context, a feature of both the Byzantine and Western cultural spheres which were in constant interaction and 
communication in all aspects of life in medieval Serbia.
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Jelena Erdeljan

Prilog proučavanju marijanske pobožnosti i uz to vezanih elemenata vizualne kulture  
kasnosrednjovjekovnog Balkana 

Nekoliko značajnih primjera zabilježenih u srpskim pisanim izvorima

Cilj ovoga rada je ukazati na primjere marijanske pobožnosti koja se javlja kod članova srpskih kraljevskih obitelji 
kasnosrednjovjekovnog Balkana, u razdoblju između 12. i 15. stoljeća, odnosno u vrijeme dinastija Nemanjića i Lazarevića. 
Posebna pozornost posvećena je primjerima povezanim sa srpskim srednjovjekovnim pisanim izvorima, ponajprije životopi-
sima srpskih vladara. Izdvojeno je nekoliko amblematskih primjera koji se raspoznaju kao žarišta prema kojima je pobožnost 
usmjerena, poput mozaičke ikone Djevice Hodegitrije iz manastira Hilandar, ikone Djevice Hymeoutes iz Kuršumlije i ikone 
Djevice iz Beograda. Pobožnost prema njima očituje se kroz primjere Stefana (Simeona) Nemanje koji na samrtnoj postelji 
cjeliva ikonu hilandarske Bogorodice, zatim hodočašća srpske kraljice Simonide, kćeri cara Andronika II i supruge srpskog 
kralja Milutina, ikoni Bogorodice u Beogradu te u posveti Beograda kao glavnoga grada srpske države od strane despota 
Stefana Lazarevića Bogorodici, čiji se kult ondje razvio upravo oko spomenute ikone te oko čudotvornog ukazanja dvaju 
ikona Krista i Djevice Marije na nebu iznad Beograda u trenutku despotove smrti, što je protumačeno kao konačna potvrda 
Bogorodičine zaštite nad srpskom prijestolnicom. Polazeći od ovih primjera, u članku se razmatra ispreplitanje službenih i 
privatnih aspekata marijanske pobožnosti među članovima vladarskih obitelji na Balkanu i u bizantskome kulturnom krugu, 
počevši od vremena Komnena, te izrazi marijanske pobožnosti, koja se širila objedinjujući zapadne i istočne devocionalne 
običaje toga vremena.
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